Photograph of participants on the first day after the opening and
presentation of garlands.
The presentations and site visits during the workshop were by Kerime
Danis, Alan Croker, Jean Rice and Laura Gray of ICOMOS Australia
and by Bart van Aller of National Trust Fiji.
This presentation was prepared for and presented to the Commissioner
Eastern Divison in Suva on 18 May by Kerime Danis, Alan Croker and
Jean Rice of ICOMOS Australia. The contents of the presentation are
the views of the authors and not of individual participants or of the
workshop as a whole.
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It has been more than a year since Australia ICOMOS called for EOI to its members
requesting expert volunteers to participate in the ICOMOS Pasifika project, which
focuses on the exceptional built heritage of Levuka. Inscribed on the World Heritage
List in 2013 due to its Outstanding Universal Value exhibiting an important interchange
of human values and cultural contact that took place as part of the process of
European maritime expansion over the 19th century in the Pacific Islands.
The AI experts, Jean Rice, Alan Crocker & Laura Gray, and coordinator Kerime Danis,
together with the National Trust of Fiji including Elizabeth Erasito, Director; and Bart
Van Aller, the Built Heritage Advisor, worked tirelessly over the past year in order to
ensure the realisation of this project.
This workshop was about sharing the expertise and knowledge that lead to a broader
understanding of processes, practice and approach to the conservation of world
heritage values. The workshop ran over 4.5 days combining theoretical presentations,
practical activities and site visits with the participants. We have also undertook
individual site visits to advice home owners on the repair and conservation of their
houses.
On arrival we were privileged to be welcomed by the Turaga Na Tui Levuka. We
presented the traditional gift and explained the purpose of our visit and where we
came from. He received us and gave us his blessing for the workshop.
Prior to the commencement of the workshop Jean, Kerime and Bart undertook site
visits to the case study sites in order to establish the practical activities for the
workshop.
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The workshop commenced with the opening prayer and presentation of garlands
followed by the address from the Levuka Town Council CEO, Mr Shiu Nadan and
Project Convenor, Kerime Danis (Secretary of Australia ICOMOS).
Adi Mere delivered the speech emailed by Christophe Sand, the president of ICOMOS
Pasifika. Excerpt from his speech is provided below:
… It is with great joy and, if I may, a sense of pride, that I hear of the start of the 2015 Levuka
training project. What a long process in the making! It started as a commitment of ICOMOS
Pasifika during conversations with Meretui and Suzie in Suva years ago, at a time when Levuka
was still struggling to get the UNESCO dossier for World Heritage finalized. The demand was
forwarded to a number of institutions and picked up by Australia ICOMOS as a possible regional
contribution… it is my duty to strongly thank and congratulate the present board of Australia
ICOMOS and especially Kerime for her unbelievable resistance against all the problems that
went across this project from the very beginning. We all know that our Pacific region is
complicated. To name a few of our everyday realities: restricted local funding, national, regional
and local administrations that all need to get involved in the process of project building, just a
few professionals on the ground that end up doing four jobs all at the same time, and our
unique way of dealing with time constraints….All this must be taken into account to understand
how much the present workshop program is before everything else a reality due to the
incredible work of Kerime and her colleagues. They have followed through even when things
appeared stuck, they agreed with Australia ICOMOS to preserve the funding allocated to the
Levuka workshop for a long time past the due date, and they persisted when confusion was on
the horizon. For all their efforts that have allowed you all to be in this room this afternoon, for
the agreement of the highly skilled and professional experts to take some of their precious time
to enhance the preservation commitment of our Pacific heritage, we must be grateful…I finish
by telling you all: have fun. Iʼm convinced that this is the best way to be efficient in heritage
preservation!
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Town Council CEO Mr Shiu Nadan (top left and right) addressed and welcomed the
participants.
Introduction of participants – Participants introduced themselves including their
qualifications and interest in the workshop (bottom left). Then the experts gave brief
outline of their qualifications and role in the project.
Introduction to Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter, heritage guidelines, approaches and
philosophy - Jean presented the principles of heritage conservation and approaches in
Australian context and explored the ways that could be modified and applied in the
Levuka context (See the separate power point presentation for details).
Discussion with the participants (who are the key holders of this process) on what they
would like to see happening in this workshop so that we could tailor the program
accordingly).
Presented participants with a folder containing the Burra Charter and preparation of
Maintenance Schedule & Inspection guidelines.
The catering for the workshop was provided by five families (one for each day). The
delicious traditional food kept everyone happy and energetic each day (bottom right).
The collective effort of Levuka Town’s families was greatly appreciated and showed us
another admirable cultural aspect of Levuka.
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The workshop participants met at Levuka (Queen Victoria) Town Hall for a tour of the
Town in 2 groups – one group by bus and the other on foot in different directions then
swapped the groups so that all participants could get better understanding on the
historical development of Levuka and its Outstanding Universal Values.
Site visit to Sacred Heart Cathedral – identification of structural issues, maintenance
and repair works, changes to the fabric in comparison with the historical photographs
put on a panel. Discussion with the participants involving their understanding of the
Burra Charter process by firstly understanding the significance and important aspects
of a heritage item then managing these important values.
Visit to the Redeemer Anglican Church where we again discussed the understanding
of building’s construction system, structural issues, repair and maintenance
requirements, comparison of historical photographs with the existing fabric and layout
in order to establish the changes and modifications occurred over the years.
Explaining conservation approaches and application of heritage best practice in
Australia by commencing step by step application of the Burra Charter process in the
practical activities undertaken on the second day (and following days).
Then the experts asked the participants to look around the building and give them one
item repair work each in preparation of the scope of works for the Redeemer Anglican
Church. The result was very encouraging. Each participant started to understand the
ways to look at a building and identify the issues and possible reasons behind such
deterioration or issue.
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Participants at the walking tour along the southern end of the town centre.
Levuka World Heritage listing inscription panel (top left) with explanation by Lydia
Bower.
Location of the former pigeon post facility including the cage at the front of the
current post office (bottom left).
Sacred Heart Cathedral masonry tower inspection and identification of issues in
association with experts (right).
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Day 2 practical activities
Jean Rice explaining the simple methods of investigation, inspection and identification
of defects, failed render, structural issues on the masonry walls of the Sacred Heart
Cathedral tower (top left)
Participants inspecting the timber Sacred Heart Cathedral building lead by Alan
Croker (top right)
Participants checking the render condition closely by using illuminated magnifiers
(bottom left)
And the food festivities…. (bottom right)
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Day 2 practical activities
Inspection and identification of issues, required repair works around the
Redeemer Anglican Church (top left).
Bart van Aller explaining the historical development and leadlight glazing of the
building (bottom left).
Participants identifying repair works and defects on the masonry walls of the
building (right).
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Day 2 practical activities
Interior of the Redeemer Anglican Church – discussion of timber cased ribbed ceiling
structure, trying to understand how the building construction and techniques used,
steel rods extending from wall to wall to tie the building together as there were a
number of signs of outward tilted transept walls. (right)
Participants identifying schedule of repair works for the Church building.(left)
The activity was well responded to and experts could get the basis of the overall
scope of works.
Following the workshop the Australia ICOMOS team established the Schedule of
Repair Works table for discussion and priority setting on the 3rd day of the workshop.
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Prioritising exercise for the schedule of works of Anglican Church with input from the
participants in order to gain better understanding of what is most important in the
protection of a heritage place.
Alan Croker’s Exeter Farm presentation and discussion with the participants.
Jean Rice’s presentation of the historical photographs of Anglican Church and
discussion of changes over time.
Laura and Kerime presented the findings of the inspections of interiors and exteriors
of the Church.
Presentation by Arthur Smith, representative of the Church, on the requirements of the
Church for an extension to the vicarage - in preparation of the practical activity.
Participants were divided into 3 groups lead by Alan, Jean and Laura, and developed
ideas for adding to the vicarage by carrying out inspections and discussing the
significant aspects and constraints of the site, and options for the required
accommodation in response to the client’s requirements.
Then Kerime conducted and led the presentations of the proposals by each group on
the extension before finalising the workshop for Day 3.
This was the Burra Charter process step by step.
After the workshop Australia ICOMOS team visited Marist Convent to view the recent
structural repair works .
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Participants working on the priority schedule of the repair works for Redeemer
Anglican Church that were identified during the Day 2 activities (top row).
Following Allan Croker’s presentation of the Exeter Farm repairs and restoration
works Mr Nemani thanked the experts and said that “this was a concept shift for us”
and that the approach of Australia ICOMOS to conservation to “listen to what the
building is telling us” was an eye opener (bottom left).
Jean Rice’s presentation of historical images of Levuka Town including the Redeemer
Church and the Sacred Heart (bottom right).
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Alan Croker gave interested participants a more detailed small presentation on
carpentry during the lunch break of Day 3 (top left).
Participants listening during the inspection of the vicarage of the Redeemer Church as
part of consideration of the repair works schedule (top right).
Further inspection of the rear of the vicarage by the participants (bottom left).
Investigation of the foundry marking on the base of the redundant cast iron fountain
with swans through non-abrasive methods using water, hand rubbing and torch. The
inscription indicating the foundry was CB Dale Co, later identified by Bart van Aller as
Colebrookdale. (bottom right)
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Groups are working on the options of extension to the vicarage (top left).
The Redeemer Church visitor book with comments dating from the 1920s to the
present day (right).
One of the Levuka Workshop participants wrote the note (bottom left), transcribed
below, on the second day of the workshop:
“I’ve lived in Fiji but never knew it’s importance till todays tour by ICOMOS. Very
unique and decorative structure. Proud Fijian.“
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Before the workshop commenced Alan visited the Marist convent again for further
clarification of previous works carried out.
Presentations of group proposals for vicarage, discussion of factors affecting location
– nothing in front of the building, nothing between the church and the vicarage, new
work at rear. It was pointed out that further consideration is required in finalisation of
the proposed designs prior to submission for approval.
Circulated conservation guidelines brochure ‘Levuka Conservation Code’ prepared by
the then Department of National Heritage, Culture & Arts (now Department of Heritage
& Arts).
Afternoon session conducted at the Sacred Heart Cathedral through practical
activities similar to the Anglican Church identifying the issues, changes and required
scope of works to halt any further deterioration.
Visit to one of the participant’s house was carried out by Laura and Kerime at lunch
break.
The experts also carried out inspection of the Navoka Wesleyan Chapel after the
workshop.
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Presentations of the concept options for the vicarage extension responding to the
Church’s requirements (top row). Each group leader (with the exception of Alan who
asked one of his group’s participants to represent the group) explained their approach
and reasons for the recommended concept option.
Kerime lead the discussion of the groups’ design options (bottom left) then the group
went back to the practical session at Sacred Heart Church (bottom right).
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Inspection and discussion of necessary repairs, maintenance and conservation
works to Sacred Heart Church in comparison with the historical photographs
presented on a panel by Bart van Aller.
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Heart motifs on the wall of the Sacred Heart Church between the tower and
external wall of the church. Ceiling rose with small heart motifs inside the church.
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Alan, Laura and Kerime visited one of the participants house before the workshop.
Alan presented examples of how to repair timber joinery, which attracted interesting
discussion and questions from the participants
Jean presented 12 tips on conservation practice with examples from Levuka summing
up the theoretical and practical activities of the workshop since Day 1. The talk was
concluded with an inspection of peeling paint and salt damp in the wall of the Town
Hall by participants using the magnifying glasses. This indicated a problem that
without rectification would lead to continued failure of paint.
Visit to a house owned by Bhupendra Kamal near a former indigenous village site at
the southwest of Levuka town. The participants undertook the same practical activity
as at other sites such as identification of structural issues, urgent repair works,
integrity of fabric, reading the history of the house and site development from the
existing fabric, and discussion of locations, form, scale, materials and colours of any
future additions to the house and site.
Discussion of importance of oral history, traditional and spiritual values, and
consideration of archaeological resources when making changes to a heritage place.
Conclusion remarks & thanks by Kerime, outlining brief summary of workshop
outcomes, and by Jean, Alan and Laura.
Closing ceremony
Remarks by Adi Meretui Ratunabuabua for ICOMOS Pasifika
Remarks by Ms Suliana Sandys, former Levuka Town Council CEO and
Levuka Heritage Committee
Closing prayer by Nemani Maraiwai
Dinner by invitation for experts and participants where a wonderful and heartfelt
farewell song, Isa Lei, was sang by the participants to the experts.
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Participants during the site visit at Bhupendra’s house.
Approaching the house from below (top left).
Inspecting the rear to determine original and added sections (top right).
Inspecting the front verandah, now enclosed (bottom left).
Discussion about findings (bottom right).
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Participants during the site visit at Bhupendra’s house.
Considering the landscape and its history and value and the possible
siting of future additions (top left).
The condition of the foundations posts of the house and evidence of
additions (bottom left).
Discussing observations about the house (top right).
The floor joists have names painted on the timbers of people
associated with the house (bottom right).
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The closing ceremony. From left - Sipiriano, the master of ceremonies
for the workshop, Suliana and Mere.
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Participants filled out feedback forms during the workshop and some of
their responses above and follow.
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Participant response.
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Participant response.
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Participant response.
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Participant response.
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Participant response.
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After the workshop Jean Rice, Alan Croker, Kerime Danis and Laura
Gray discussed the outcomes of the workshop.
Jean, Alan and Kerime developed and incorporated these into this
presentation for the Commissioner Eastern Division. The outcomes are
summarised following:
The Australia ICOMOS group consider that at Levuka there is a need
for more collaboration / partnership and communication between the
range of agencies and other parties and stakeholders (including
residents).
We observed some activities and some examples of lack of
coordination that have potential negative heritage impacts.
Better communication with local community could include a consultative
group or council or committee with government and community
member. Such a group should meet regularly - say least monthly.
Development of terms of reference would be needed. Such a group
should include representatives of all stakeholders or should be open for
all stakeholders to attend.
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The concrete bridges like this are part of the world heritage site.
There are understood to be proposals by roads authorities for this
bridge’s replacement because of the narrow width and poor condition.
Alternatives should be considered first such as conserving the bridge
and removing the pedestrian lane from the roadway and possibly
constructing a second pedestrian or road bridge. If retention is not
feasible this should be justified and any new structure designed to be
compatible with the outstanding universal value.
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It is important to prioritise conservation, especially preservation and
retention, over new works.
Not only buildings are important. Engineering structures such as
drainage systems, bridges and sea walls are part of the heritage of
Levuka. There is a need to survey to locate them, identify their extent
and to conserve them as an integral part of the outstanding universal
value.
We should also be aware that heritage in Levuka is part of people’s
culture and lives. It is a place of living heritage and continuing use. The
outstanding universal value is about what IS – not what was.
Spiritual values of the place and pre-European values are important
too. An example that was discussed during the workshop is the stone
for pregnancy, “Vatu Nimbukati”. Women sat here overnight when they
wanted to become pregnant. It is a large stone adjacent to Bhupendra’s
house (above the generator) and was associated with an earlier Fijian
settlement above the site.
This points to the need for oral history recording to capture this
information.
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Stairs lead down to the channel to allow people to access the waterway
(left).
The main bridge on Beach Street across the channel with its concrete
balustrade (top right).
The zig zag form of the stone walls of the drain is cleverly designed to
prevent waves entering the drainage channel (bottom right).
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Another stone walled drain has an angled end designed to prevent
waves entering the drainage channel (top left).
View of the sea wall on Beach Street showing a missing section of the
overhang at the face. This is designed to deflect waves and needs
repair (bottom left). The history of the sea wall and its design has not
been researched in detail but it is part of Levuka’s heritage.
The long drain near the iceworks takes water from uphill ender the road
and out past the reclaimed area (right).
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The large drain adjacent the oval takes water from uphill (left).
The large main drainage channel is an important piece of infrastructure
that needs heritage maintenance. The plants growing in the wall
suggest that repointing with mortar is probably needed (top right).
The bridge near the town hall (bottom right) is one of several that are of
a similar design and span the main drainage channel.
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Another view of the bridge near the town hall (top left) showing some
missing balusters.
Another bridge further upstream has a similar balustrade but in better
condition and has an interesting arched form spanning the channel
(bottom left and top and bottom right).
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The steps up the hill behind the oval are another important landscape
feature of historic Levuka – in need of minor repair (right).
There is an important drainage channel to the left of the stair (bottom
right) which arched bridges providing access to houses on the other
side of the channel (top left).
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Heritage in Levuka is part of people’s culture and lives. It is a place of
living heritage and continuing use.
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Scenes of daily life in the Levuka town centre showing how it is part of
people’s culture and lives and a place of living heritage and continuing
use.
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Another aspect of living heritage and continuing use is the ongoing use
of the schools for the purpose for which they were designed.
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There is a need to develop guidelines for community and property
owners similar to the existing guidelines but clearer and simpler and in
more direct language. This should be translated into Fijian.
It is clear to us that the Burra Charter is not adequate or entirely
appropriate for Pacific cultures. We think there is a need for a Pasifika
charter, similar to the Burra Charter, but more aligned with Pacific
cultures and integrating Fijian values. It could be developed at an
ICOMOS Pasifika workshop at Levuka and become the “Levuka
Charter”.
Guiding documents should include the Fijian equivalent of the concept
of “significance”. The workshop considered that this was “Mareqeti”.
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A view showing the world heritage inscription plaque set in front of the
town centre. World heritage is about what IS.
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There is a need for the provision of skilled advice in development
assessment and to the community and proponents of projects. This
could be by the establishment of a “design panel” or similar group coopting experts. One idea is to establish an expert group from Australia
ICOMOS who could be available to assist via Skype or similar when
additional technical advice is needed.
Where external specialist expertise is needed, such as heritage
engineering, Australia ICOMOS could assist by commenting on terms of
reference and circulating advertisements within its network.
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The rusted iron is full of character (left) but allows water into the timber
beam below and may cause rot.
Poor workmanship of the recently repaired roof means water may get
into the roof structure causing deterioration of the timber (right).
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It would be desirable to develop planning documents to be more
accessible for staff and users with diagrams and illustrations - similar to
Australian Development Control Plans.
Development of checklists for applicants and for works projects would
assist planners and proponents.
The heritage condition / health survey should be updated on a regular
basis eg. every 5 years.
Priorities for works and funding should be identified by conservation
need and heritage significance.
We suggest there needs to be a “finer grained” or more detailed
assessment of the heritage values of items. Draft planning documents
now grade buildings into Class 1 & 2 only. They could identify more
levels of significance eg. Exceptional, High, Some, Neutral & Intrusive.
Another option is to identify buildings as Contributory, Non Contributory,
Neutral or Detracting. This can then be used to guide planning
decisions about sites allowing less change to highly significant items,
more change to less significant items and removal of or major change
to intrusive items.
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Infill guidelines could be developed to guide the design of new buildings
and additions. There could be separate guidelines for additions and
alterations. New buildings should not be allowed until guidelines are in
place.
Reuse or continuing use of existing buildings should be encouraged
rather than construction of new buildings. New uses should be sought
for buildings no longer used.
Encourage residential and other small scale conservation works with a
small grants program and Town Council annual conservation awards.
Develop guidelines for grants and other funding eg. grants should be for
conservation work, not new work.
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The older buildings at the hospital (left) are part of the heritage but are
under utilised. They may be suitable for new uses such as community
health initiatives.
Continuing use of the shops and houses for their original use is part of
conservation (right).
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An example of one of Levuka’s well maintained houses with retention of
early details and important details such as good underfloor ventilation
and functioning drains.
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There is a need for specialised training about the conservation /
preservation approach for staff and NGOs and others working on the
site. Such training should be tailored and targeted. For example training
for planners and other relevant staff in strategic processes. This could
include specific detailed training for planners, advisors, and other staff
especially those assessing development or building applications.
Relevant skills and knowledge is available in Levuka but is not well
applied to heritage.
Specialised heritage trade certification / accreditation is desirable. A
possibility is a short course in a joinery workshop established in a
Levuka building. Another possibility is undertaking small conservation
projects under supervision of expert trades people. Australia ICOMOS
could identify potential partners for this.
More formal specialist training could be by adding units to carpentry
courses in Fiji for specialisation in heritage work.
Establishment of a cooperative workshop such as the Australian “Mens
Shed” model is an option to provide facilities and training. This could
have tools and facilities to undertake joinery and other work, such as
scaffolding, or cutters for “beaded” edge boarding. Donations of tools
etc. could be sought from manufacturers.
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Training could include the making of a sample joinery door and window
at the workshop to be part of a teaching collection that shows how
joinery is put together – to form a physical library of building parts.
Another option is to do small projects in public areas in Levuka to
demonstrate techniques eg. replace termite damaged mid rail of shop
door, replace steel round pipe verandah posts with larger timber posts,
repair a timber lintel, repair tower access stair at Sacred Heart, etc.
Another option is to undertake a stabilisation project as a training
exercise with a practical outcome, eg. Ovalau Club as a timber building
or the Masonic temple as the stabilisation of a ruin. Consider a
demonstration project in a public building eg. police station.
It would be good to establish a heritage conservation shelf in the library
initially with the materials from this workshop and guiding texts. The
materials now in Dropbox could be printed and made available in the
library. Australia ICOMOS could ask members to donate texts to the
library.
Integrate heritage into local school students curriculum including
through observation and artwork.
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The former store (top left) is not in good condition and needs
conservation. It has been suggested by some as a possible workshop.
The former store (bottom right) is now a community and visitor centre.
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Compatible and authentic materials should be used but are not always
in Levuka.
Information should be provided about compatible materials eg. suitable
timbers for replacement especially where the original materials are not
available.
A recycled materials store could be established salvaging valuable
materials from demolished buildings. We are aware that timber
buildings are being demolished in nearby places such as Suva that
have matching timbers. However care should be taken not to
encourage inappropriate demolition.
Provide information to the community, such as “Archicentre” in NSW,
about suitable materials and where they are available.
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Pause for discussion of the workshop outcomes.
The following sections discusses the findings of the workshop about the
Redeemer Anglican Church and the Sacred Heart Catholic Cathedral in
more detail. These buildings were used as case studies during the
workshop.
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The building was used as a case study of conservation as a teaching
exercise. The condition of the building was discussed on site and
issues and problems noted. These were collated by the experts into a
scope of works. This covered major issues but is not an exhaustive
professional assessment.
Priorities were assigned to works with urgent works being those where
there was potential for injury to people or potential for major damage to
the building if works were not done. Urgent works should be done
before the next cyclone season.
The most urgent works were ensuring that the were storm shutters to
protect valuable and fragile stained glass windows. One stained glass
window in an opening sash is collapsing and should be removed and
stored carefully to prevent further damage – a temporary enclosure of
the opening would be needed.
The east and west crosses on the gables are both leaning out and in
danger of falling. They are recommended to be carefully removed and
stored to protect them and to prevent them falling and hurting people or
damaging stained glass windows below.
Works to roofs, gutters and downpipes are one example of short term
work recommended.
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Additions have been proposed. This is an important and strategic site
and any addition will set a precedent in Levuka. In any proposal the
context should be considered rather than the site in isolation.
The church wants to establish a retreat on the site with accommodation
for 10 women and 10 men for two weeks at a time.
This was considered as a teaching exercise for the participants by the
experts.
The consensus was that there was the scope for an addition but it
should be behind the existing vicarage with no construction visible
between the residence and the church.
Diagrams have been prepared, and provided to the church, showing
concepts for additions.
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The east crosses on the gable (left) is both leaning out and in danger of
falling and damaging stained glass window below. Note the storm
shutter resting against the base of the building below the cross.
The rose window (right) has a timber frame. The mesh cover is
deteriorated. It is not known if there is any other storm protection
available for this window.
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Some glass is missing from the rose window (top left). This would let
water into the timber frame which could cause rot. The condition of the
timber frame is not known.
One stained glass window (bottom left and right) in an opening sash is
collapsing. The sash should be removed and stored carefully to prevent
further damage – a temporary enclosure of the opening would be
needed.
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In the window at left one sash is missing but the opening is protect by
ply. The ply should be on the outside so water does not run inside and
into the timber frame. The sash at right does not close and can let water
in. It needs to be repaired to close.
The right photo shows a storm shutter in place protecting a stained
glass window. Note the downpipe to the right of the window which is not
connected to the drains.
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The photo on the left shows the roofing iron is lifted and the metal sheet
covering the timber wall is lifted and does not overlap the flashing. This
could blow up in a cyclone and let water in causing damage to the
interior.
The gutter (top right) does not connect. The downpipe (bottom right)
does not go into a drain. The water flows into the ground making the
soil wet and soft and this may cause the building to subside / sink and
crack.
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A view of the beautiful interior of the church (left). The pews and font
are part of the heritage value of the church.
There are some missing boards from the cladding of the ceiling / roof
structure (right) but this does not appear to be a structural problem.
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The beautiful finely carved altar below the rose window. Precious
vestments are stored in the altar.
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View of the site showing the vicarage on the left and church on the right
and the open space around and between them (top left and top right).
A closer view of the vicarage (bottom left).
The outline of the former fountain and fountain base now partly under
the vicarage (bottom right).
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Interior views of the vicarage which is a colonial timber building in
generally good condition.
Views of the verandah show the wide space and the original French
doors (top and bottom left).
The main central room has an exposed timber framed lined with
weatherboards on the exterior (top right). It also has a timber boarded
ceiling.
There is some termite damage to the floor (bottom right).
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The building was also used as a case study of conservation as a
teaching exercise. The condition of the building was discussed on site
and issues and problems noted. These were collated by the experts
into a scope of works. This covered major issues but is not an
exhaustive professional assessment.
Priorities were assigned to works with urgent works being those where
there was potential for injury to people or potential for major damage to
the building if works were not done. Urgent works should be done
before the next cyclone season.
The most urgent works were the structural stabilisation of the timber
beams in the bell tower, especially that supporting the bell. The stair
between the bell tower and the choir gallery is unstable and a risk to
people using it who could fall though. The stair can be easily repaired.
The roof sheeting and battens is not correctly fixed and is at risk of
lifting in a cyclone.
Termite damage was noticed and the church should be carefully check
to see if termites are active and is so they should be treated. If
structural timber is damaged is should be repaired urgently otherwise
timbers can be repaired in the short term. Works to roofs, gutters and
downpipes are needed in the short term and unblocking of drains.
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Views of the interior of the bell tower.
The view of this platform from the underside shows deteriorated timbers
(right).
View of the timber ceiling of one level of the bell tower interior (top left).
View of the clock mechanism which could be damaged in any structural
collapse (bottom left).
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The left photo shows the space under the stair between the bell tower
and the choir gallery where people could fall if the stair collapsed.
The interior view (top right) towards the clock tower shows the choir
gallery and the timber boarded ceiling. The square section of the choir
gallery is the location of the former timber church steeple / tower.
View looking across the transept towards the south (bottom right).
Some coloured glass is missing.
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General view of the south side of the church (left).
The new gutters (right) are the incorrect type. The front is higher than
the back so will overflow to the inside damaging the timber.
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The drain in the top right photo is blocked and water will flow under the
building.
The drain in the bottom left photo is clear and connected to a large
drain so water will flow away from the building.
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Leaving Levuka on the early morning ferry.
Presentation written and presented by Kerime Danis, Alan Croker and
Jean Rice of ICOMOS Australia. The contents of the presentation are
the views of the authors and not of individual participants or of the
workshop as a whole.
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